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Bayesian estimation methods have
been used with success in a great
number of applications. One major domain is the inverse problems of image
reconstruction and restoration.
The particularity of an inverse problem in this domain is that, in general,
these problems are ill posed and a satisfactory solution cannot be obtained
without incorporating convenient prior
information on the solution of the problem. The Bayesian estimation framework is a coherent and efficient way to
translate this prior information in a
probabilistic way and to combine it with
the information contained in the data.
In 1998 and 1999, we organized two
SPIE conferences focused on Bayesian estimation in inverse problems. We
had great success and a great number
of papers presented were devoted to
different aspects of Bayesian techniques in different applications of image restoration and particularly in tomographic image reconstruction.
One of the major difficulties in Bayes-

ian estimation in these applications is
the algorithm and its computation cost.
The four papers in this special section
present solutions or compare different
algorithms specifically for the tomographic image reconstruction domain. The
first two papers, by Thibault, Sauer,
and Bouman and Hsu, respectively,
concern emission computed tomography. The third paper, by Lee, is a more
general comparative work. The last paper, by Fox, Nicholls, and Palm, concerns a more specific imaging system
which includes inverse scattering and
boundary value problems such as electric impedance tomography.
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